It is considered whether linear combinations of A -acceptable exponential approximations preserve the ^-stability, when the coefficients of the linear combination are selected in order to achieve exponential fitting. Various pairs of exponential approximations are discussed and the satisfactory pairs are characterized.
1. Introduction. The author's paper [4] presents a new family of methods for numerical solution of stiff ordinary differential systems, based on the following principle:
Let xn * j be the numerical solution of the system (1.1) x = f(i,x), x(tn) = x"eEN attn+l=tn+h, achieved by lk equal steps of the length h/lk, by applying the trapezoidal rule. Let Z be a family of scalar differential equations whose solutions are known in the closed form:
Z= {zk= gk(t, zk), zk{tn) = 1, 1< k < M}.
We assume that {x * }£=1 have been computed. Thus M = M{P) and a scheme x =Fix(,i) x(/2} x^ï of at least the second order exist, causing the scheme to be fitted to the family Z (i.e. the scheme solves with precision the equations of Z). The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [4] in a certain direction.
We consider the solutions x^Y, and x^, of (1.1) obtained by any two numerical schemes at tn+l and we combine them linearly, in order to gain one degree of exponential fitting:
(1.2) V>=^'+(1"a)^1'
Assuming that the two considered numerical schemes are A -stable, we are confronted with a question whether the combined scheme (1.2) is A -stable. This paper is devoted to the above-mentioned question. An attempt is made to get necessary and sufficient conditions for . 4 -stability and to analyze certain pairs of numerical schemes and their stability. We are concerned in the sequel with numerical schemes for which the solution at h = ju/X of the linear equation x = Xx, x(0) -xQ, is given by x(n)xQ, when x is the characteristic function. For these schemes the requirement of ,4-stability is, trivially, equivalent to the condition |X(A)I<1 for every X, Re X < 0.
Considering the characteristic function x of the combined scheme (1.2), we see that (2.1)
Lemma 1. If \k,k = \,2, are analytical in the left half plane and A-acceptable then the sufficient condition for A-acceptability of x is a G [0, 1]. If\ xk(it)\ = 1 for every t S R, k = 1, 2 also, then this is the necessary condition too.
Proof. Clearly, this is a sufficient condition: for every z, Re z < 0,
provided 0 < a < 1.
Xk, k = 1, 2, are analytical, thus x. defined by (2.1), is analytical too. Therefore, according to the maximum principle, the inequality | xO'OI ^ 1 Vr G R is a necessary condition for ^-stability. Hence, IxO'OI2 = «aIX,(fr)t3 + (1 -a^lXjOr),2 + 2o(l -a)Re Xl0'Ox¡eO = 1 + 2a(a -1)(1 -Re X, 00x^00) and I xO'01 < 1 implies
Definition. If x,(m) and X2(m) are A -acceptable approximations to exp(/u), we shall define the pair {Xj » X2 } as a dominant if for every u < 0 (2.2) min{Xl(/i), X2(m)} < eM < maxix.OO, X2(¿» is valid. Lemma 2. // {xi; X2 } " a dominant pair and x(/i) = ax^M) + (1 -a)x2(M)
is fitted to any X < 0, then x is A-acceptable.
Proof The inequality (2.2) implies (
Xj(X)-T hus, 0 < a < 1 and, according to Lemma 1, x is A -acceptable. This argument fails when x,(X) = X2(X). But then Xa(X) = X2(X) = exp(X), because {x,, X2 } is a dominant pair, and x is fitted to X with every real a. We select a € [0, 1] and again, x is ^-acceptable. Q.E.D.
The last lemma gives a practical tool for the stability analysis. Nevertheless, the dominancy conception is sometimes, as is shown in the sequel, too demanding. Hence, it seems nothing but natural to slacken the definition:
Definition. If x,(aO and x2(") are A -acceptable approximations to exp(u), we shall define the pair {x,, X2 } as a X0-dominant pair, X0 < 0, if for every u < X0
Lemma 2*. // {xp X2} is a X0-dominant pair and x(p) = &Xi(p) + (1 -o¡)x2(fU) is fitted to any X < X0, then x is A-acceptable. We apply certain properties of the Padé approximation, all easily derived from the explicit formulae. Most of these properties are widely known (see, for example, [1] and [3] ).
Hence, we define K,m&-=Pn,mW-eZQn,m(z)-By [3] Thus, acting upon (2.3) and (3.1), we prove that
Lemma 3. i/i" 0(z) >0 is valid for every z < 0 and \pn 0 « monotonously descending in the above-mentioned interval. Ehle in [2] and N^rsett in [6] proved that if 0 < 0, then Rfy and äJ£>_, arê -acceptable. Moreover, by applying Theorem 4, we see that for every 0 < 0, u(0) > 0. The objective of this section is to prove that the pairs {R"l}kn, ^+/m}, when 0 < k, I < 1, are dominant if and only if n + m is odd (if not stated otherwise, we assume that all the approximations are fitted at the same point).
The fundamental result, which enables the proof of the above-mentioned assertion, is that ¡in m(0) is monotone for 0 < 0. This is proved by a two-stage induction:
Lemma 6. ux j(0) is a monotonously descending function.
Proof.
and by direct differentiation
Let us assume fi', j(0) = 0. Thus (1 -e0)2 = 02e0 and provided 0 < 0, 1 -c* = -0e**. Hence, ¿(e** -e^20) = % and if v = W>, X" / i \ 1 p(X) = (-ly + ie*-^-^".o +^n X*n-i.o>/ -"Ti <o and 9(X) = XJ(_l)«e^^:T^(v/"_1,o+^0"_2>o)-^2_liO
It can easily be shown that
The apparent conclusion of Eq. (4.2) is: Lemma 8. For every n > 1 and X < 0 the function unl (X) descends monotonously.
Proof. In Lemma 6 this result was proved for n = 1. Assuming by induction that u"_j j(X) is descending for X < 0 and bearing in mind that ßn_1 X(X) > 0 and that K(X) = 1/X is negative and descending in this interval, we see that ßn_l t(X)/X ascends monotonously in (-°°, 0]. But, according to Eq. An immediate conclusion of this theorem is the following lemma:
Lemma 11. 77ie pair {R^kn, R"\\lim }, when 0 < k, I < 1, is dominant if and only if n + m is odd.
This lemma is valid because, according to [2] , R^+k ", 0 < k, I < 1, is A -stable for every n > 1. If we assume that the Ehle conjecture is valid, namely that {Rn+k ", 0 < k < 2, 0 < n} is the set of all A -stable Padé approximations, then Lemma 11 characterizes completely all the dominant pairs which are composed of the approximations Rnl>m. 5 . The "Extrapolation" Pairs. We wish to solve the differential system x = f(t, x), x(r") = x" twice in the interval [t",tn+l],by applying an A -stable scheme with the characteristic function x, : once with one step of the length tn+1 -tn and once with two steps of the length 1Á(tn+ x -f"). According to Section 2, the discussion of the A -stability of a linear combination of the "extrapolants" is reduced into the exploration of the domination property of the pair of appropriate exponential approximations. Naturally, one is tempted to define x2(X) = x2(X/2) and to explore the domination of (Xj, X2 }• This approach is, generally speaking, erroneous. If Xj = Rn]m and is fitted to X0, then x2(X) = (R(nlm(X/2))2 is fitted to 2X0 and if we combine linearly X, and x2, the exponential fitting to X0 is lost. Obviously, the proper procedure for the "extrapolation" when X.(X) = R"]m(X, p(X0)), is to select X2(*) = (;OX/2,M(X0/2)))2.
Here we define this situation more rigorously:
Definition. When x is an exponential approximation, we define the set N% with the following properties as the nucleus of x:
(a) 7VXÇ (-<*>, 0] =/?<->, (b) XGNX implies x( X) = exp(X), (c) X G Ä(-) -N% implies x(X) * exp(X).
Lemma 12. // x is rational and analytical in C(-) = {z G C : Re z < 0} and is not identically zero, then N is finite.
Proof. If N contains an infinity of points, then it has an accumulation point in #(-) or at -°°. If this point is finite, then the zeros of the analytical function x(X) -exp(X) have an accumulation point inside the analyticity region C^~\ Thus this function is identically zero in Ö~~\ x(X) = exp(X), which contradicts the rational character of xIf the accumulation point of N is -°° and x = P/Q, p and Q polynomials, then, obviously, there exists a sequence {tk }k=1, lim,^«, tk = -°°, such that P(tk) = Q(tk)etk. Hence lim P(tk) = lim Q(tk)etk = 0.
Since P is polynomial, limf _>", P{tk) = 0 implies P(X) = 0, causing x(z) = 0 in C( ', which is a contradiction.
Thus, Nx is finite. Q.E.D.
Definition. We look upon the rational exponential approximation x = X(X,Sj,s2,... ,sq), when s = (sx,s2,... ,sq) Gi"*. If the following requirements: (a) for X < X , x,(X) > exp(X) implies that no X0 exists so that {x¡ > X2 } is a X0-dominant pair; (b) for X < Xp, Xj (X) < exp(X) implies that a XQ ex/sis so r/wr ÍX, > X2 } ^ a X0-dominant pair.
Proof. X is the minimal element of the nucleus N of both x, and x2-Thus, either X,(X) > exp(X) for every X G ( -°°, X ) or x,(X) < exp(X) for every X in this open interval.
(a) X,(X) > exp(X) for every X G (-°°, X ). Let us denote X,(X) = X,(X, s(H/V)). Hence x2(X) = Xj(X/2). A^X2 = N, and thus either x2(X) > exp(X) for every X G (-«, \p) or x2(X) < exp(X).
But x2(X) = X 2(X/2) > 0 and x2 is rational. Thus, it is impossible that 0 < X2(X) < exp(X) for every X G (-«>, Xp). Hence vl-STABILITY AND DOMINATING PAIRS e^<min{Xl(X), x2(X)} for X < Xp and no X0 < 0 exists so that {Xj, X2} is X0-dominant.
(b) Xi(X) < exp(X) for every X G (-°°, Xp). Two cases are possible:
Either x2(X) > exp(X) for every X < Xp (and then x,(X) < exp(X) < x2(X) for X < Xp implying that (xx, X2} is Xp-dominant), or there exists a £ < Xp so that Xi(X) < -exp(X) for every X < Vi%. 0¿X_ is the smallest element of N~ . The case Xi(X) /v. 1 > exp(X) for X < lAX has been previously discussed. Thus x,(X) < exp(X) for ViXp. If no £ exists, then there are arbitrarily small points X for which lx,(X)l < exp(X). But Xi is rational and does not vanish identically, because Xi(Xp/2) = exp(X /2) which contradicts the lx,(X)l < exp(X) for arbitrarily small points X.) Xi(X) < -exp(X) for X G (-«>, %%] implies that x2(X) = X2(X/2) > exp(X) for every X G (-°°, £]. Therefore, Xj(X) < exp(X) < x2(X) for X < £ and {Xj, X2 } is a |-dominant pair. Q.E.D.
Conclusion. In the case x,(X) = R" m(X), x2(X) = /?2 m(X/2), Rnm ^-acceptable and in the case X,(X) = *<£(X, p(X0)), x2(X) = R"]m(X/2, u(X0/2))2, R<¿m -acceptable, a X* exists so that {Xj, X2 } is X*-dominant if and only if m is odd.
The following lemma indicates that if Af = {0} and the pair of "extrapolants" i is X0-dominant, it cannot be dominant. Lemma 14. If Nx = {0} and x2(X) = x2(X/2), then the pair {x,, x2} " not dominant.
Proof. Let us assume that the order of exponential approximation of x. is n. Obviously, this is also the order of approximation of x2-If X is defined as x = <*X, + (1 -a)x2, then x is fitted to X0 if and only if and x2(X) = x2(X/2) implies a2 = (ax -l)/2" + 1 and
But a, =£ 1, thus a(0) = -1/(2" -1) < 0. If we assume that {x,, x2} is a dominant pair, then according to Lemma 2, a(X) G [0, 1 ] for every X < 0, which evidently contradicts the negativity of a(0). Therefore, {x., x2 } cannot be a dominant pair.
Q.E.D. Lemmata 13 and 14 apparently show that the approach of "extrapolated" pairs is inferior to the approach considered in the previous sections from the stability angle. Nevertheless, this approach is considerably simpler for programming. Moreover, if one applies the error-control technique of halving the step when the estimated error is large, then the approach of "extrapolated" pairs is more natural. is odd.'lf x, =*",,",, X2 =Rn2,n2 (and, thus \Rnvni(it)\ = \R"2>"2{it)\ = 1 for every t G (-°°, °°)), then x is A -acceptable if and only if nx + n2 is odd.
(b) The scheme (1.2) for Xi and x2 which are "extrapolants" cannot be /4-acceptably fitted to every X < 0. In certain cases a X0 < 0 exists so that it can be ^-acceptably fitted to every X < X0.
(c) Even if the differential system is nonstiff, we benefit from the averaging, which behaves asymptotically as extrapolation.
This paper does not exhaust, by any means, the subject of v4-stability in its connection to the averaged schemes of type (1.2). There are several "natural" suggestions for further research:
(1) Domination tests for other pairs of exponential approximations. The first candidate for such tests is the doubly-fitted approximation considered by Ehle and Picel [3] and by Ntfrsett [6] :
(2) = (1 -Mi -H2)p"," + ßxPn,n-l + M2/>»,"_2
(1 -Mi -M2)ß"," +Miß","_i +M2Ö","_2 which is ^-acceptable when fitted to two arbitrary negative arguments.
(2) Consideration of averages of more than two exponential approximations and their ^-acceptability. This subject seems to be extremely complicated and even in the simple case considered in [4] no remarkable results have been achieved. 
